
Figure 2: The impact of different curvature resolutions on the ROI-truth muon matching. On the left we
see the DRtrk�ROI for the highest pT true muon associated to the ROI. On the right we see the maximum
pT of the matching true muon.

Figure 3: The fraction of |h | <1.3 L1 MU20 ROIs that remain after different truth muon
pT>pT

min matching requirements. The “Default” bin shows the fraction with no matching require-
ment (thus 1.0 by construction), the “TruMatch” bin shows the fraction after a match with pT

min = 0, the
“TruMatch > X” shows the fraction after a match with pT

min = X , and the “SmTruMatch > X” shows
the fraction after a match with pT

min = X to smeared truth muons, using the different levels of curvature
resolution shown.

However, requirements on the curvature resolution will also be imposed by the desire that the efficiency
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• The fraction of |η| <1.3  L1_MU20 RoIs that remain after matching to a truth muon with various increasingly 
tight matching requirements; The “All RoIs” bin shows the fraction remaining (1.0) with no matching 
requirement as a reference; The “TruthMatch” bin shows the fraction after a match to a true muon with any 
pT;  The “TruthMatch pT> 15” bin shows the fraction after a match to a true muon with  pT > 15 GeV; and the 
“SmTruMatch > 15” shows the fraction after a match to true muon with pT > 15 GeV after smearing the 
muon curvature, q/pT by the resolutions shown in the figure.
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